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FLEXIBLE b"TRU_ CONTROL EXPERIMEN'I_ USING A REAL-TIME
WORKSTATION FOR COMPtrI_R-AIDED CONTROL ENGINEERING
By
Michael E. Stleber
Communications Research Centre
Ottawa, Ontario, CANADA
ABSTRACT
A Real-Time Workstation for Computer-Aided Control Engineering has been developed
Jointly by the Conununications Research Centre (CRC) and Ruhr-Untversitaet Bochum
{RUB). West Germany. The system is presently used for the development and
experimental verification of control techniques for large space systems with
significant structural flexibility.
The Real-Time Workstation (c(=-At4aehmem._ essentially is an implementation of
RUB's extensive Computer-Aided Control Engineering package "KEDDC" on an INTEL
mlcro-computer running under the RMS real-time operating system. The portable
system supports system Identification, analysis, control design and simulation, as well
as Ihe Immediate Implementation and test of control systems. A-wealth o[dassical
andn_ern-eontrot analysts-and design methods are.available to the user who
Inte_Clhrough a friendly dialog.--The workstation can be configured
both..wtth analog and digital Interfaces to the "real world" fo-t-_ata acquisition and
cxmt roi. ' ........
The Real-Time Workstation Is currently beIng used by CRC to study control/structure
Inleractlon on a ground-based structure called "DAISY" [cf. Attachment2), whose design
was inspired by a reflector antenna. DAISY emulates the dynamics of a large flexible
spacecraft with the following characteristics: rigid body modes, many clustered
vibration modes with low frequencies and extremely_low'damping. DAISY presently
has seven control actuators and eight sensors which are all "spacecraft-like."
The class of control algorithms currently investigated by experiments is "robust LQG"
control. The Real-Time Workstation was found to be a very powerful tool for
experimental studies, supporting control design and simulaUon, and conducting and
evaluating (ests within one integrated environment. R-haa-dramatleaiiy increased the
flexabillty and4urnaround oflhb experiments, As the Workstation all but eliminates
the barriers, between Ideas on control systems and their experimental evaluation,
analytical and experimental development can take place essentially simultaneously
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DAISY: A FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT EMULATOR
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